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Abstract: Modern sonars provide high-resolution acoustic imaging for a range of applications,
including pipeline inspection, harbor surveys and seabed mapping. Central in the signal
processing of the sonar data is the beamforming, where conventional (fixed) aperture tapering
(or weighting) typically is used to set the equipment’s resolution and robustness to appropriate
values. This means that there are predefined weights, not necessary optimally chosen, that
express a compromise between resolution and sensitivity to noise and interference.
In this work, we show how we can increase the resolution of bottom detections, without
reducing the robustness, by applying Low Complexity Adaptive (LCA) beamforming. LCA can
be viewed as a low computational cost version of the minimum variance distortionless response
(MVDR) beamformer. It is easy to implement and improves the imaging process by adaptively
choosing an appropriate weight for any point in time and space.
We apply LCA beamforming on measured and simulated data. The simulated data are
generated by the freely available ultrasound simulator “Field II”. The measured data was
collected by a commercial echosounder.
LCA beamforming gives significant reduction of the mainlobe width and sidelobe level over
conventional beamforming. LCA also gives clear improvements for amplitude detections, and
phase detections on measured data. The phase detections on simulated data are partially worse.
We expect to get the same improvement for both datasets after minor modifications of the LCA
algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION
High-resolution acoustic methods bring advantages for many applications. One way to get
increased resolution from existing equipment is with adaptive beamforming. In this work, we
investigate if one adaptive method, Low Complexity Adaptive (LCA) beamforming, can improve
the resolution of bottom detections.
LCA was first introduced by Synnevåg, Austeng and Holm [1], and it can be viewed as a low
complexity version of the Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR), also called
Capon, beamformer [2]. It has been used successfully on a vertical array in shallow water by
Blomberg, Austeng, Hansen and Synnes [3], and on a sidescan sonar by Buskenes, Austeng and
Nilsen [4].
The low complexity follows from using a discrete search space and only using one sample
for its decision. This also reduces the signal suppression effects known to affect the MVDR
beamformer when coherent signals are present.
To evaluate the performance, we apply LCA beamforming to simulated and measured data,
and do bottom detection on the results. We compare this with the results we get with conventional
and kaiser weighted delay-and-sum (DAS) beamforming. Bottom detection is done via both
amplitude and phase.
2. LOW COMPLEXITY ADAPTIVE BEAMFORMING
The minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer minimizes the variance of
the beamformer output while passing signals from the steering direction through undistorted [2].
It often needs to use diagonal loading and spatial smoothing to make it robust against errors
in estimation of the covariance matrix and coherent signals. This reduces the resolution of the
beamformer [5]. Solving for the MVDR weights also needs a matrix inversion, which may make
the method too computationally expensive for some applications
Low Complexity Adaptive (LCA) beamforming uses the same optimization criteria but a
discrete search space consisting of a predefined set of weights. In practice this means that we
apply ordinary delay-and-sum beamforming for all weights and choose the minimum beam
value. The discrete search space leads to a complexity of order NEl Nw instead of NEl3 , where
NEl is the number of elements and Nw is the number of weights in the search space. It also
eliminates the need for spatial smoothing and diagonal loading, since the method does not have
enough freedom to create signal suppression. This means that it is significantly faster and may
perform better than MVDR [3, 4].
Weight selection is grounded in observation of how MVDR achieves its results. MVDR
can for example use an asymmetric mainlobe, which gives sharper edges, and low sidelobes in
regions with strong signals. We use the weight set from Synnevåg et al. [1], which includes both
effects. The set consists of the following twelve weights: uniform weights, kaiser weights with
β = 2, 3, 4, inverted kaiser weights for β = 2, 4, and kaiser weights with β = 3 steered to 1/2,
3/4, and 1 times the distance to first zero of the uniform window (in both directions). All the
weights are normalized such that the sum of the weights equals one, to satisfy the distortionless
constraint.
3. DATA COLLECTION AND SIMULATION
We simulated a seabed mapping echosounder via the ultrasound simulation program Field
II [6, 7]. It uses linear system theory to calculate the response from a distribution of point
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scatterers. The program simulates the elements by subdicing the array into rectangles (which
may be smaller than an element) and uses a far field approximation for each rectangle.
The simulated receiver is a 300 kHz λ/2 line array with 128 elements. We transmit with one
element and model the effect of transmission beampattern by restricting the bottom to a strip.
The bottom is modeled by a collection of randomly distributed point scatterers. We use enough
point scatterers to get fully developed speckle. Attenuation is set to 65 dB/km. White noise is
added to the data before any receiver processing. We chose a noise level that was comparable to
what we got in the measurements described below.
Field measurements were done by a commercial echosounder with geometry comparable to
the simulated system. Both cases use a shaped single frequency pulse with center frequency 285
kHz.
4. PROCESSING
We processed both datasets the same way, i.e. we used the same filters and beamforming
algorithms. Beam steering was done via time delays.
For each beam, we performed bottom detection via amplitude and phase. Amplitude detection
chooses the strongest sample in a beam, while phase detection finds the zero instant of the phase
difference between the beams formed on two subarrays [8]. We used LCA independently on the
two subarrays and used the amplitude detection instant as a starting point for phase detection.
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We applied DAS, weighted DAS, and LCA beamforming to simulated and measured data in
two areas around the bottom. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the resulting beam amplitudes and bottom
detections. All plots have the same dynamic range of 70 dB, and are normalized to the strongest
beam value across the three beams.
The most striking effect is that the main lobe width for LCA is narrower than for DAS. This
causes the amplitude detections to lie closer to the bottom (presumed bottom in the measured
case). For the two DAS cases strong speckle points at the bottom lead to an erroneous detection
for neighbor beams. This effect essentially disappears with LCA. The reduction in main lobe
width is largest for high angles.
The sidelobe region for LCA is also the lowest of the three methods. This is especially clear
in Fig. 1b. In this case, it does not affect the detections, but if the bottom has inhomogeneous
backscatter-strength this may have a significant effect.
LCA is clearly better for phase detections for the measured data shown in Fig. 2. The
detection sequence seems smoother and closer to the high amplitude area that indicates the
presumed bottom.
A few detections deviate significantly from the others. In most of the cases we have investigated this is caused by the relatively simplistic phase detection algorithm we have used. A more
sophisticated algorithm would improve or discard these detections. The other cases were for low
angles in the simulated data, where there were no zero crossing in the right area. We do not pay
closer attention to these in this study, since phase detection is known to perform worse for low
angles.
For the simulated data at high angles, the LCA detection seems to have a bit higher variance
than the detections from the two DAS methods, even after we disregard the outliers. We have not
been able to track down the reason for this with certainty yet, but suspect it is connected to our
LCA implementation. In general, the phase differences between the LCA subbeams are much
more irregular than for the other methods. Our LCA implementation uses LCA independently
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(a) Beam angles between 0 and 20 degrees.
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(b) Beam angles between 40 and 60 degrees.

Fig. 1: Beam amplitude and bottom detections for different beamforming techniques on simulated data. Black dotted line shows actual bottom location. Blue crosses are amplitude detections,
red circles are phase detections. The colormap represents relative power in dB.
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(a) Beam angles between 0 and 20 degrees.
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(b) Beam angles between 40 and 60 degrees.

Fig. 2: Beam amplitude and bottom detections for different beamforming techniques on measured data. Blue crosses are amplitude detections, red circles are phase detections. The colormap
represents relative power in dB.
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on both subbeams, which means that different weighting may be selected. We expect that the
phase will stabilize if LCA is forced to choose the same weighting for both subbeams. The
selection can be done per sample, or by the most frequently selected weight in an area, as done
by Buskenes et al. [4].
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have seen that LCA produces water column plot with a narrower bottom region and less
energy in the sidelobe region for both measured and simulated data. This leads to higher
resolution for bottom detection via amplitude. The effect is larger at high angles.
LCA bottom detection is better than DAS for measured data, but partially worse for simulated
data. We expect LCA to be better in both cases after an adjustment of the algorithm.
In total, LCA shows great potential to improve the resolution in seabed mapping applications.
The complexity is also low enough that it is feasible to implement in a real time system.
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